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                                                  ABSTRACT       
   

Plant disease detection is crucial in agriculture, as farmers must frequently make decisions 

such as whether or not the crop is sufficient. These can produce major system difficulties 

that impair each product's quality, quantity, or productivity, and they should be treated 

carefully. Plant diseases produce frequent disease outbreaks, result in large numbers of 

deaths, and have significant economic implications. These issues must be addressed 

quickly in order to save lives and money. Plant disease categorization by machine is a hot 

research issue. Because it is critical to be able to recognize the disease symptoms that 

occur on the plant's leaves when monitoringAa vast region and at an early stage. This 

enables image-based automated inspection usingAcomputer vision techniques.   

   

Manual plant disease identification, on the other hand, is aAtime-consuming, incorrect 

operationAthat can only be done in a small area at a time. PlantAillnesses can be detected 

early this way, and pestAand infection management techniques can be utilized to solve 

pest problems while reducing hazards to humans and theAenvironment, or so they 

believed. We describe the current trends and difficulties of plant leaf diseases using 

extensive research and modern imaging techniques. We hope that, for all intents and 

purposes, thisAresearch will be of enormous use to researchers studyingAplant and insect 

illnesses, or so they thought. Also, we talked about some of the most pressing concerns 

and issues that needed to beAhandled, or so they believed.   
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Chapter 01-Introduction  1.1 Introduction:     
   

For the world's health and well-being, accurate identification of plant diseases is critical. 

It is critical toArecognise illnesses, including earlyAprevention, in this ever-changing 

environment to avoid problems that mayAarise in other ways. Some of these issues, such 

as worldwide food shortages, could have catastrophic effects for humanity. In order to 

respond to climate change and achieve a better lifestyle, it is critical to avoid wasteful 

waste of financial resources fromAan environmental standpoint. HumansAfind it difficult 

to notice the effectsAof several plant diseasesAwith the naked eye. It is tedious and 

ineffective to repeat this process over and over.   

   

PlantApathologists must have outstandingAobservation skills in order toAidentify 

distinctive symptomsAand detect plant diseasesAaccurately. Plant diseaseAdetection 

techniquesAthat are based on the lookAand visual symptoms of the plantAcan be quite 

useful. It mayAbe used to automate the entireApipeline in the agriculturalAsector. 

Because these redundantAjobs boost machine performance over humans, this not only 

improves efficiency but also operationalAproductivity. Using deep learning and computer 

vision technology, we tackleAthe aforementioned problemAof automating the 

classification of plant diseases.   

   

With the benefitsAof automated learning and featureAextraction in recentAyears, there 

has undoubtedly been considerable worry inAboth academic and industrial circles. It's 

utilised a lot inAimage and video processing, asAwell as voice and naturalAlanguage 

processing. Simultaneously, it hasAessentially transformed into aAhotspot ofgresearch in 

thedfield ofgagriculturalgprotection, suchgas theddetection ofAplant diseasesgand pest 

control,getc.sIn-depth understandingAcan surely prevent majorAflaws created by 

plantbasedAselection when it comes to identifying plant illnesses. Dot pathogenesis 

enhances the effectiveness of researchAand the speed of technological progress by making 

plant diseaseAmore purposeful.   
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This paper examines the considerable advancement of in-depth researchAtechnologies in 

the field ofAleaf spot recognition in recentAyears. Plant diseaseAoutbreaks have a 

significant detrimentalAinfluence on agricultural production. MalnutritionAwill rise if 

plant diseases are notAdetected early. Early identification is essential for effective plant 

disease prevention and control, and it plays a vital role in agricultural production 

management and decision-making. Plant diseaseAidentification has become a big 

challenge inArecent years, albeit in aAsubtle way.   

   

AgricultureAis a sector that has a significant impact on humanAexistence and economic 

status. Agriculture is the primaryAsource of income forAapproximately 58 percent of 

India's population. In termsAof farm yields, India is rankedAsecond in the world. 

Agriculture provided employment to more than 50 percent of the workforce in 2018, 

adding 18 –g20 percent to the country'sdGDP.   

   

As aAresult, Indiadhas established itself asAone of thehleading countries inhterms of 

agriculturalgyield and productivity. Given that agricultureAemploys the majority of the 

people, it is critical to understand the issues that this sector faces. Inefficient farming 

strategies andAprocedures, poorAuse of compost, manures, and fertilisers, insufficient 

water supplies, and many diseases attacking plants are only some of the issues that the 

agriculture area faces. Diseases areAextremely destructive to plants' health, which hasAan 

impact on their growth. The attack of theseAmany diseases on plants causes a 

significantAreduction in yieldAperformance, both in terms of quality and quantity.   

   

DiseasedAplants account for 20-30% of all cropAlosses. As a result, detectingAplant 

diseases isAcritical in order to avoid majorAlosses in productivity, performance, and 

agricultural output. BecauseAmanual recognition takes aAlong time and is proneAto 

errors, it results in incorrectAtreatment. Recent technological advancements and evolution 

have pavedAthe road for plant diseaseAdetection and identification, as well as better 

treatment of damaged plants.   
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The currentAadvancement in technology, as well as its evolution, hasAmade it 

conceivableAand practicable to detectAand identify plant diseases, as well as to contribute 

to better plantAtreatment in the event of diseasedAconditions. The proposed plant leaf 

disease recognitionAsystem focuses on 14 plant kinds, including apple, 

blueberryh,hcherry, maize,jgrape,gorange,gpeach,hpepper,kpotato, lraspberry,ksoybean, 

squashj,hstrawberry, andptomato. This method is based onADeep Learning ideas, with 

convolutionalAneural networks (CNN) beingAused to create a statistical model that is 

applied to the inputAimage and modifies it to identify output tags.   

   

Plants' leaves, which are the mostAvulnerable, display diseaseAsymptoms first. Fromkthe 

beginningh of theirklife cycleAuntil theypare readykto bekharvested, theAcrops must be 

monitored for illnesses. The traditional naked eye observationAapproach was initially 

used toAmonitor the plants for diseases. This is a time-consuming strategy that requires 

professionals to manuallyAcheck the crop fields. A variety of strategiesAhave been used 

in recent years to producehautomaticuand semi-automaticAplant diseaseodetection 

systems, andkautomatic diseaseAdetection by simply looking at the symptomsAon the 

plantAleaves makes itAeasier and cheaper.    
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     1.2 Objective:    

    

   

This projectAseeks to address the flaws in existing disease diagnosis diagnostic papers by 

offering a review of the most recent research in the field of leaf disease diagnosis 

utilising image processing and Deep Learning study methodologies.   

   

Automatic detection of plantAdisease is an important study topic because it might help 

monitor large fields of crops and, as a result, detect disease symptoms as soon as they occur 

on plant leaves.   

Plants are susceptible to disease for a variety of reasons, including fertilisers, cultural 

practises, environmental conditions, and so on. These diseases reduce agricultural yield 

and, as a result, the economy.   

   

Plant pathologists need good observation skills to detect plantAdiseases accurately. 

Because these redundant jobs boost machine performance over humans, this not only 

improves efficiency, but also operational productivity. Early identification is the foundation 

for effective plant disease prevention and control, and it plays a vital role in 

agriculturalaproductionamanagement and decision-making.   

   

We used the concept of transfer learning for classification. The mainaadvantage of transfer 

learning is that it does not start the learning process from scratch, but ratheraapplies patterns 

gained when solving a comparableaproblem. As a result, rather of beginning from scratch, 

the model takes advantage of past knowledge. A pre-trained model is widely used to 

represent transfer learning in image classification. A pre-trained model is one that has been 

trained to solve a problem similar to ours on a large benchmark dataset. We employed five 

models for pre-trained weights, including Inception v3.   
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1.3 ProblemAStatement:    
    

Agriculture is one field that has a significant impact on human lives and economic 

condition. Agricultural products are lost due to pooramanagement. Diseases harm the 

health of the plant, which has an impact on its growth. It is critical to monitor the progress 

of the farmed crop to ensure minimal loss. ConvolutionalaNeural Networksaare a type of 

DeepaLearning network that is commonly used for imageaclassification, as well as other 

common tasks like imageasegmentation and signalaprocessing. The major goal of the 

proposed work is to discover a solution to the challenge of detecting 38 distinct types of 

plant illnesses using the simplest approach while employing the fewest computational 

resources possible to obtain better outcomes than previousamodels.    
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1.4 Methodology:      

DATASET:   

   

● PlantAvillage DatasetAconsists of Images of various plant leaves named Apple, 

Blueberry, Cherry, Corn,AGrape, Orange, Peach,APepper, Potato, Soybean, Squash, 

Strawberry and Tomato.   

● The PlantAVillage datasetAcontains 54303 healthy and unhealthy leaf images, which 

are divided into 38 species and disease categories. We looked at over 50,000 images 

of plant leaves with labels from 38 different classes in order to predict 

diseaseAclasses. On this compressed image, we perform optimization and 

modelApredictions after resizing the image to 256 × 256 pixels.   

● We looked athillnesses inktomato and potatopplants, which had nineoandotwo 

diseasedgsubclasses,hrespectively, and hone healthyhsubclass.  

● The completehcollectionkcontains almostu20,000 photos of variouskdiseasedAleaves 

of variousokinds.   

● Through the current web portal PlantVillage, we are announcing the availability of 

nearly 50,000 skillfully chosen photographs on healthy and sick leaves of crops 

plants. Both the data and the platform are described. These data are the start of a 

crowdsourcing project to enable computerAvision technologiesAto help solve the 

problem of crop plant productionAlosses caused by viral illnesses.   
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Data Processing and Augmentation    

   

Building a good image classifier requires a lot of picture augmentation. Despite the fact 

that datasets can contain hundreds toathousands of training samples, the variety may not be 

adequate to develop an appropriate model. Flipping the imageavertically/horizontally, 

rotating the image via various angles, and scaling the image are just a few of the many 

imageaaugmentation choices. These enhancements help to boost the amount of 

meaningfuladata in a dataset. Each image in the PlantAVillage dataset has a resolution of 

256 by 256 pixels. The Keras deep-learningaframework is used for dataaprocessing and 

picture enhancement.   

   

The following are the training enhancement options:   

   

• Rotation - Rotate a training image in a randomadirection.   

   

• Brightness - Assists the model in adapting to changes in lighting while training by    

   

                    feedingaimages of varied brightness.   

   

• Shear - Change the angle ofashearing.   
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW:   

   

   

Image processing steps for detecting plant illnesses   
   

The entire procedure is broken down into three stages:   

   

1.The images are uploaded from the dataset, provided from Kaggle PlantAVillage Dataset.   

   

2.Pictureasegmentation, image enhancement, and colour space conversion are all examples 

ofapre-processing. First, a filter is applied to the digitalapicture of the image. Then, for each 

image, create an array. Each image name is converted to a binaryafield using the 

scientificaterm for Binarizes Diseases.   

   

   

3. CNN classifiers are taught to recognise illnesses in different plantaclasses. The Level 2 

results are used to activate a classifier that has been trained to classify various plant 

illnesses. The leaves are considered healthy if they are not present.    
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FLOW CHART:   
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1.5 Organization:    
    
The project report is broken down into 5 sections. The first chapter covers the 

background and motivation for the proposed application, the problem statement and 

aims to answer the issue statement, the recommended technique or research, and the 

highlighting of successful proposedaapplications. Chapter 2 illustrates the literature 

survey of the project from which we took the references. The system development 

chapter includes the site map, use case diagram, activity diagram, and system 

wireframe, which is the proposed application's user interface. Software design 

approach, tools, requirements, system performance specifications, and timescales are 

discussed in Chapter 4. The fifthechapter concludes the implementation, project 

evaluation, benefits and future scope of the project.    
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Chapter 02- Literature Survey    

    

Authors    dYear    gDescription    kOutcomes    

D.A.sBashish,  

et.al    

  d2010    Thedauthor divided the leaf 

imagem into gfourhclusters 

jusing k-means clustering, 

expecting that at least one of the 

clusters would have sick pixels. A 

CCM approach based on Spatial 

Gray-level Dependence Matrices 

was developed for feature 

extraction (SGDM). This strategy 

provides us with textural 

properties. The feed forward back 

propagation approach was used to 

classify the data using a neural 

network (BPNN).   

 The  total  disease  

detection and  

categorization   

accuracy of the 
system was 
determined to be 
around 93%. Using  
HS  colour 
characteristics in 
BPNNf, however, the 
bestjoverall average 
accuracyd ofg99.66 
percent wass attained.   

Angularg moment, 

mean intensity level, 

variance, correlation, 

product moment, 

contrastg, and entropy 

were discovered to be 

texture oriented 

properties.     

M.Bhange   

et.al    

2015    When applied to large datasets, k-  

means clustering is more 

efficient, hence it was employed 

for segmentation in this work. 

The sum of squared distances 

were used to compare the colour 

histograms of twodphotographs. 

Morphology can be used to 

extract boundaries or the shape 

vector. When comparing photos 

with spatial information, CCV is 

used. SVM is utilised for 

classification in this study.   

The authors weregable 

to attain an  hoverall 

system haccuracy of 

82 percent usingg 

SVM. Supportavector 

machines take a long 

time to train, yet they 

are quite precise. As a 

consequence, three 

feature dvectors, one 

for colourghistogram, 

morphology, and   

CCV, were obtained.    
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V. Singhh 

et.al    

g2016   To perform clustering,gthe 

genetic algorithm'shsearch 

capacity was employed to divide 

unlabeledfN-dimension points 

into K clusters. The texture and 

colour of an image have been 

evaluated in the CCM approach. 

Two techniques, one using 

kmeans   clustering gand the 

otherh with  the  d Genetic 

algorithmm, used the minimum  

distance criterion.   

Localhhomogeneity, 

contrasth, clusterj 

shadow, energyh, aand 

clusterd prominenceg 

areg texture properties 

computedd for gthe H 

picture. The minimumd 

distance ccriterion has 

an accuracy of 86.54 

percent with k-mean 

clustering and 95.71 

percent with SVM. The 

accuracy was enhanced 

to 93.63 percent by 

combining the Geneticg 

Algorithm g with g the 

minimum ddistance  g 

gcriterion.    

dE.Kiani  

et.al   

f2017   

  

There are fivedinputs andhtwo 

outputs in the algorithm. 

Twohof thepinputs are about 

ironm deficiency, whilehthe 

other is about fungalkinfection. 

If the leaf is infected, the outputs 

refer to the twohdiseases.   

Usingpthe proposed 

approach, thekauthors 

ofhthis paper 

werekable to attain ans 

overallg systemmm 

accuracyg ofh96 

percent.    

   

gH. Ali  

et.al    

h2017   Theg distance g between two 

colours is calculated using the 

delta E colour difference  

algorithm. For feature extraction, 

LBPg(localhbinary patterns), 

RGBfhistogram, and HSVd 

histogramffeatures arehused.    

Rotation invariance is 

obtained from the RGB 

histogram. The lighting  

invariance induced by varied 

lightning circumstances is 

captured in the HSV 

histogram as a feature.   

   

hG.   

Saradhambal,  

et.al    

g2018   

  

ThekOtsu techniquekassumes 

that thejimage hasktwo types of 

pixelsg, forming a bimodal 

histogramv withpforeground 

dand backgroundkpixels. Shapef 

andotexture foriented features 

were employed for feature 

extraction.    
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                             Chapter 03 - System Development    
   

LANGUAGE USED   

The language used in this project is Python   

PLATFORM USED:   

Google colaboratory   

LIBRARIES USED   

• Numpy : Python'sfThe NumPy flibrary is the backbone of scientific computing. 

It's a Python library that includes a multidimensionalkarrayoobject, a number of 

derivedpobjects (such as masked arrays and matrices), and a number 

oforoutines for performingpfast garray operations like mathematical, logical, 

shape manipulation,hsorting, selecting, I/O, discrete Fouriergtransforms, basic 

linear algebra, basic statisticalpoperations, random simulation, and more. In 

Python, we have lists that act like arrays, but they are slow to parse.  

     NumPy promises a 50-fold fasterparray object than standard hPython lists. The 

g  array array object in bNumPy provides with a variety of auxiliarykfunctions . 

  

• Pickle: For Python object structures, the fpickle module provides binary 

serialisation andgde-serialization methods. Picklinghconverts a Pythonoobject 

hierarchyyinto a bytekstream, whereas unpickling convertsua byte stream 

(from a binary file or bytes-like object) back into an object hierarchy. Pickling 

(and unpickling) is alsooknown asl"serialisation," o"marshalling," or "flattening," 

while the terms "pickling" and "unpickling" are used here to avoid 

misunderstanding. ForkPython object structures,kthe pickle moduleksupports 

binary serialisation and de-serialization methods.  

The processhof transforming a Python objecthhierarchy into akbyte stream is      

known as pickling.  

The conversejof Pickling ispUnpickling, which is the processhof transforming a byte 

stream into an object hierarchy. 
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• CV2: iOpenCV is akfree andjopen-source toolbox for computerovision, 

machine learning, and imagekprocessing. OpenCVksupports a variety 

ofoprogramming languages,oincludingoPython, C++, Java, and others. It 

canprecognise items, persons, and even humanhhandwriting in 

photographskand videos. When used in conjunctionjwith other libraries, such 

as Numpy, a very efficient library for numericaljoperations, the number of 

weaponsoin your arsenal increases, as everyhoperation that Numpy can 

perform may bekcombined with OpenCV.  

  

• This OpenCV tutorial will show you how to use a range of OpenCV 

programmeshand projects to conduct imagehprocessing operations on photos 

and videos.   

   

   

   

• LabelBinarizer: Labels should be binarized in a one-to-all basis.   

   

Scikit-learn includes a number of regression and binary vclassification techniques. 

The so-called bone-vs-all approach is a straightforward way to extend these 

algorithms to the multi-classf classification problem.   

   

This basically entails learning one regressor or binary vclassifier per class 

throughout learning time. To do so, multi-class labels must be converted tov binary 

labels (belong or does not belong to the class). The convert method in 

LabelBinarizer makes this operation simple.   

   

When it comes to prediction, oneg allocates the class to which the associated 

model provided the most confidence. The inverse transform function in 

LabelBinarizer makes this simple.   
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• Keras: Kerasois aoPython-based deepf learninghAPI thatorunskon tophofhthe 

TensorFlow machinehlearning framework.It waskcreated withkthe goal 

ofkallowing quickbexperimentation. It ishcritical topbe able toomove quickly 

from idea to outcome when conducting research.   

Keras is:   

   

Simple-Simple, yet gffar from jsimplistic. Keraskrelieves bdevelopers cognitiveg 

strain, allowingh you tokfocus onothe mosth importanthaspects of thekproblem.   

   

   

Flexible-Simplev processes shouldkbe quickhand straightforward, butk arbitrarily 

sophisticated hworkflows shouldkbe feasible viaka clear route thatpbuilds onkwhat 

you'vehalready learnedg.  

  

Keras is a deephlearning model-levelolibrary that provides high-level gbuilding 

elements. Keras doeshnot execute low-level hcalculations like Tensorg products or 

convolutions; instead, it uses a specialised tensorb manipulation library that is 

finetuned to operate as a backend engine. Keras has handled it so well that instead 

of adopting a single tensor library and executing operations on that library, it now 

allows alternative backend engines to be plugged into Keras.  

  

  

  

• Sklearn: InJPython TheJmost useful and robustKmachineJlearning package in 

Python is bScikit-learn (Sklearn). It provides a set of quick machine learning and 

statistical modelling capabilities, including as classification, regression, 

hclustering, and dimensionalityHreduction, using a hPython consistency interface.  

This Python-based toolbox heavilyJrelies on NumPy, SciPy, and Matplotlib.  

  

• Scikit-learn is a free supervised and unsupervised machine learning software. It also 

has functions for model hfitting, data preparation, model hselection, and model 

jassessment   
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• OS: Python Operating hSystem module with hfunctions for creating and deleting 

directories, retrieving their contents, modifying and defining the current directory, 

and more. It can also automate a variety of operatingh system processes.   

   

• Listdir: In Python, the listdir() function is used to acquire a list of all files and 

folders in a given directory. If no directory is specified, the current working 

directory's list of files and folders will be returned.   

Python technique listdir() provides aKlist ofKthe namesPof theKentries in theKpath 

namedGdirectory. TheJorder ofKthe items isHrandom. Even if they are present in 

the directory, it excludes the special entries '.' and '..'.   

   

• Matplotlib: GMatplotlib isHa Pythonolow-levelHgraph chartingGtoolkit that 

actsDas a visualisation toolF.JohnFD. Hunter designed GMatplotlib. Matplotlibgis 

a Python charting toolkit, as well as its numericalmmathematics extensionJNumPy. 

It providesHan object-orientedF APIHfor incorporating plotsKinto programmes 

that use general-purposeHGUI toolkitsHH such as GTkinter,FwxPython, GQt, or 

GTKF. FThere is alsoGa procedural "pylab" interfaceGbased on aGstatemmachine 

(similar to OpenGLF) that is intended to be similar to MATLAB, albeit its use is 

discouraged. Matplotlib is used by SciPy. He created Matplotlib at the beginning. 

It has had an active development community since then and is offered under a 

BSDstyle licence. Soon after John Hunter's death in August 2012. Michael 

Droettboom was selected as matplotlib's principal developer, and he was joined by 

ThomasmCaswell. GMatplotlib is a Num FOCUS-supported project. Matplotlib 

2C.0.x is compatible with PythonHversions 2.7HthroughK3.10. Matplotlibm1.2 

introduced PythonF3 supportF.   

MatplotlibF 1.4 is the most recent release that supports Python 2.6. By signing the 

Python 3 Statement, Matplotlibmhas vowed not to support Python 2 after 

2020.Matplotlib is open source and free to use. Matplotlibmis primarily writtenD 

inFPython, with aFfew pieces inFC, FObjective-C, and FJavascript for platformC 

compatibilityF.   
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      METHODS:   

There are fourh stages to the plant gdisease detection system procedure. Images are 

collected in the firstg phase using a digital camera, a cell phone, or the internet. 

TheMsecond phase dividesh the imageGinto many clusters, each of Bwhich can be treatedg 

differently. The next part is about feature hextraction methods, and the finalf phase is about 

illness classification.   

Image gcapturing   

ImagesFof planth leavesF are captured with digitalHmedia suchFas camerasF, mobile 

phones, Dand otherFdevices that have the required resolution and hsize. ImagesFare also 

available for download on thePinternet.  

The construction of an image database is exclusively the responsibility of theJapplication 

hsystem developer. The improved efficiency of theGclassifier in the detectionOsystem's 

finalFphase is due to the photo Ldatabase.   

  

Image gSegmentation   

   

This phase seeks to make an image's b representation more intelligible and easier to 

examine by simplifying it . This phase is the foundation of featureh extraction and the 

primary method to image hprocessing. Images can be segmentedGusing a variety of 

methods, including Gk-means clustering,FOtsu's algorithmh, and thresholdingF, among 

others. The\ k-means gclustering hclassifies objects .orKpixels into KGnumber of classes 

based on a collectionFof featuresD. Theg classification is performed by minimising the 

sum of squaresFof distancesF hbetween items and their respective groups.  
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The area of interest is the result of segmentation to this point. As a result, the jcharacteristics 

from this area of interest must be retrieved in this stage. These characteristics are required 

to interpret a sample image. Color, shape, and texture can all be used to create hfeatures 

[14]. The majority of researchers are now planning tog employ textural traits to detect 

plantg illnesses. Gray-levelF co-occurrenceF matrixG (FGLCM ), colourHcooccurrence 

methodF, spatialf grey-levell dependence \fmatrix, anduhistogram gbased feature 

extractionf are some of the feature extraction happroaches that can be used to construct the 

system. The GLCMf method is a texture categorization statisticalpmethod.   

   

   

Classificationd  

Thed classificationh phasef entails determining whether or not the inputd image is hhealthy. 

If a diseasedd image is discovered, several existinghworks havef categorised itfinto a 

numberfof disorders. Agsoftware procedure, often known as a classifier, must be written in 

MATLAB for classification. k-nearesth neighbourj(KNN), supportfvector hmachines 

(SVM)c, artificialj fneural hnetwork (ANN)m, backopropagation neuralpnetwork 

(BPNN)k, Naive Bayesd, and Decisionhtree classifiersf have all been employed by 

researchers in recent years. SVM is proven to be the most widely used classifier. Though 

each classifierphas advantageskand weaknesses, SVMkis a straightforward and reliable 

techniqued.   
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Algorithm :   

   

Deepd Learning   

Deep flearning is a type of machineulearning technique that use multipleklayers to extract 

higherklevels of information from rawodata. Deepf learning isfa typefof machineflearning 

thatjinstructs agcomputer tolfilter datagacross layers. Deepg learning exemplifies the way 

the human brain filters information. Neuraljnetwork architectures are used in many 

deepklearning approaches. Thepterm "deep" referskto the hiddenklayers thatomake uppa 

neuralonetwork. Unlike traditional neuralgnetworks, which have two to three hidden 

layers, deep neural networks ncan have upoto onevhundred and fiftyu.   

   

   

   

Convolutionaljneuralknetworks    

   

Convolutionalkneurallnetworks are aksubtype ofkdeep neuralhnetworks (CNN)j. ApCNN 

mixesowell-readocharacteristics with inputkdata before papplying 2D 

convolutionalklayers, making it morehsuitable foroprocessing 2Dodata likepas images. 

CNNskeliminate theineed for humanhfeature extraction and removalpfor 

picturehclassification. CNN'soproprietary model extracts featureshdirectly fromophotos. 

Thegretrieved featuresoare notppre-trained; theyoare well-readowhen theonetwork is 

trained on a smallhnumber of imagepgroups. The ConvolutionalnNeuralkNetwork (CNN) 

model contains a number of layers that do image gprocessing, including an inputhlayer, an 

outputjlayer, a convolutionalklayer, a fully convolutionalhlayer, a soft-maxhlayer, a 

connectedhlayer, and a poolinghlayer.    
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AoConvolutional NeuraloNetwork (ConvNet/CNN) is a DeepkLearning methodothat can 

takepan inputjimage and giveoimportance (learnablepweights andpbiases) to various 

aspects/objectsjin theoimage, as well asoidentify one from the other. ConvNet requiresd 

significantly lessopre-processing as compared to other classificationkalgorithms. 

ConvNets can learnpthese filters/characteristics with enough training, whereaspprimitive 

techniques require hand-engineering of filters.  

  

The design of a ConvNet is inspired by the Visual Cortex's organisation, which is analogous 

to the linking patternpof neuronsg in theohuman brainf. Individualpneurons respondpto 

stimuli exclusively in the ReceptivepField, a tiny region of thepvisual fieldf.   

   

Whyf ConvNets overhFeed-ForwardpNeural Netsg?   

   

   

   

Flatteningjof ap3x3 imagepmatrix into ap9x1 vectorg g  

Isn't a picture just a matrix of pixel values? Why not simply flatten the picture (for example, 

a 3x3oimage matrixpinto a 9x1ovector) and pass itpto aoMulti-Level Perceptronofor 

classificationgg? No, notpreally.   
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In the case off exceedingly simple binaryppictures, the approach may display anoaverage 

precisiongscore when doing class prediction,hbut it will haveolittle topno accuracypwhen 

dealing with complicated images with pixel dependencies throughout.   

    

A ConvNetkmay successfullypcapture the Spatialoand Temporalklinks inpa picturelby 

usingoappropriate filters. Theparchitecture providespbetter fittingpto theppicture datasetf 

becausepto thekreduced numberpof parameterslinvolved andothe reusabilitypofkweights. 

   

4x4x3 RGB Image   

The picture in the graphic is anaRGB imagezdivided intosthree colour planes:ared, greens, 

andsblue. Imagesdcan exist in asvariety of colour spacesd, includingsgrayscale, RGBd, 

HSVd, CMYK,dand others.   

    

Youdcan imaginefhow computationallyfdemanding thingsgwould be once thegphotos 

reached, say, 8Kf(76804320). ThegConvNet's function isgto compressgthe pictures intoga 
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formatgthat is easiergto processgwhile retaining elementsgthat aregimportant for 

generating a decenthprediction. This is criticaltfor designing anyarchitecture thathis not 

justheffective at learninghfeatures but alsohscalable to largetdatasets.   

ConvolutionyLayer — TheeKernel   

   

Convolutingg ag5x5x1 imagegwith ah3x3x1 kernelhto get ah3x3x1 convolvedhfeature   

5 (Height) x 5 (Breadth) x 1 (ImagehDimensions) (hNumber ofgchannels, eg.hRGB)   

    

Thehgreen portion inhthe preceding illustration is similar to ourh5x5x1 inputypicture, I. 

ThehKernel/Filter,hK, represents thehelement involvedhin carryinghout thehconvolution 

operationhin the initial half of a ConvolutionalhLayer. Khhas beenhchosen asha h3x3x1 

matrix.   

   

ThegKernel shiftsg9 timeshbecause StridegLength = 1 (Non-Stridedh), eachhtime 

performing a matrixhmultiplication operationhbetween Khand thehregion Phof thehpicture 

overhwhich the kernelhishhovering.   

   

Movementgof thegKernel   

The filter moves to thehright withha givenhStride Value until it has processed thehentire 

widthh. It then returns to the beginning of the image (left) withhthe samehStride Valuehand 

repeatshthe method untilhthe full image has been traversed.   

Convolution operation on a MxNx3fimage matrix with a 3x3x3 Kernel   

Kernelgwill have the exact depth as we have for the input picture for the cases having many 

channels (e.g.,fRGB). MatrixgMultiplication isgconducted betweengthe Kn. Ingstacks 

([K1,gI1], [K2,gI2], and [K3,gI3], andgthe results aregcombined withgthe biasgto produce 

a flattenedgone-depthgchannel ConvolutedgFeaturegOutput.   
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Convolution Operation with Stride Length = 2   

The purpose of the ConvolutiongOperation isgto extractghigh-levelgproperties suchgas 

edgesgfrom the inputgimage. ConvolutionalgNetworks don't have to be limited to a single  

ConvolutionalgLayer. Thegfirst ConvLayer is traditionally responsible for 

gatheringhLowLevelhdata such ashedges, colour, gradienthdirection, and sohon. The 

design adapts to the High-Levelhfeatures as more layers are added, givinghus a 

networkhthat knows the photographshin thehdataset as well as we do.  

  

The process yields two types of results: onegin whichhthe convolvedgfeature's 

dimensionality is lowered in contrast to theginput, and another in which the dimensionality 

is either raised or constant.  

   

SAMEhpadding: 5x5x1himage is paddedhwith 0s to create a 6x6x1himage   

Whengwe augment theh5x5x1 picture into ah6x6x1 imagehand thenapply the 3x3x1hkernel to 

it, the convolvedhmatrix hashdimensions of 5x5x1. As a result, SamegPadding was born.   

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

Ifgwe execute thehsame procedure withouthpadding, wehare presentedhwith ahmatrix with 

the samehdimensions as thehKernel (3x3x1)h— ValidhPadding.   

    

The followinghrepository has numerous suchhGIFs that will helphyou understandhhow 

Paddinghand StridehLength workhtogether to generate outcomes that arehrelevant tohour 

requirementsg.   
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     PoolinghLayer   

   

   

3x3hpooling overh5x5 convolvedhfeature   

Likegthe ConvolutionalgLayer, the PoolinggLayer is responsible for reducing the 

ConvolvedgFeature's spatialgsize. The computergpower requiredhto process thehdata is 

lowered because to dimensionality reduction. It'shalso useful for extracting rotationalhand 

positionalhinvariant dominanthtraits, which makes it easier to train thehmodel.  

    

Maximumfpooling and averagegpooling are the two forms ofhpooling. The largest value 

from the Kernel-covered region of the image is returned by MaxhPooling. The average of 

all the data from the region of the picture covered by the Kernel is returned by 

AveragehPooling.  

MaxgPooling can also be used to reducehnoise. It filters out all noisyhactivations and does 

both denoising and dimensionalityhreduction. AveragegPooling, onhthe otherhhand, is 

only a noisehsuppression approach that reduceshdimensionality. As a consequence, we 

may infer that MaxgPooling performs better than AveragehPooling.  
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Pooling variety   

The ConvolutionalgLayer and the PoolinghLayer make up the i-thglayer of 

ahConvolutional NeuralgNetwork. Dependinghon the photo's complexity, thehnumber of 

suchglayers mayhbe increased to collect evenhmore low-levelginformation, buthat the cost 

of more processingfpower.  

  

After using the aforementioned strategy, we were able to effectively enable thehmodel to 

comprehend the characteristics. After that, we'll flattenhthe finalhoutput before feeding it 

to a conventionalgNeural Networkhforhclassification.  
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      SystemhArchitecture    

The suggested systemharchitecture includesgdata collectinggfrom a largehdataset, 

processinggat multiplehconvolutional layers,hand thenhplant diseasehclassification, 

whichhdetermines if a planthimage is healthy or diseased.    

To create an imagehprocessing system to automate the detectionhand classification of 

leaf batches into distinctfillnesses in order to determine the cause of the symptom using 

an automatic tool. The system is made up of three basic pieces, as depicted in the 

diagram above: ImagehAnalyzer, FeaturehDatabase, and Classifier [9]. The suggested 

processing for these blocks is divided into twohparts as follows: offline Phase 1: A 

picture analyzer is used to extract anomalous features from a largehnumber of defective 

photographs.   
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       UsehCasekDiagram   

   

The module extracts the leafhfeatures initially when we supply a newhinputg image. The 

CNN model is then applied. It then compares thegfeatures to a dataset that has already 

been trained. After that, it goes via dense CNN, which extracts the leafhfeatures 

separately. The modulehwill then determinegwhether or noththe planthleaf ishinfected 

withhdisease. Ithdisplays thehresult fromhone ofhthe 38gspecifiedfand trainedfclasses. 

After that, the output will be in a textualhformat.    
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DATAfFLOWhDIAGRAM   

   

DFDs (DatafFlowgDiagrams) depict the processeshof datagtransfer fromfthe input to the 

predictiongof the relatedgoutput.    

1. The DFD Levelg0 shows the users enteringoa picture of planthleaves. In turn, the 

systemgidentifies and recognises planthleaf disease.   

   

   

                                        Fig1. Datagflow diagramglevel 0   

   

   

     

2.ThehDFD Levelh1 is depicted in Figure 1, wherehthe CNNhmodel uses an image 

from the traininghdataset to forecast the type of leaf disease.   

   

                                 

                                    Fig 2. Datahflow diagramhlevel 1   

   

   

3. DFD Level 2 delves evengdeeper into aspects of DFD Level 1.   

Itfcan be usedhto designhor record all of the specific/necessaryhinformation 

regardinghhow the systemjworks.   
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                     Fig 3. Datasflowgdiagram level 2   
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Chapter 4 – PerformancegAnalysis    

   

   

DatagAnalysis   

The PlanthVillagehdataset, which washdownloaded from the Kaggle websitehand consists of 

imagesgof diseased and healthyhplanthleaf images, was used in this proposedgsystem 

project.   

We discovered that the dataset had no missingjvalues after furtherhinvestigation. The data 

was furthergexamined to learn more about the many spices and diseasesgthat affect plant 

leaves. There were 14 differentgplant varieties in the sample. There are 54305 pictures in 

total in the traininggdataset.   

   

   

CNNhMODEL   
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BatchaNormalization:   

BatchOnormalisation is a technique for normalising data betweenjlayers of a  

NeuralhNetwork rather than in the raw data. Instead of using the entirehdata set, minibatches 

are used. It facilitatesglearning by speeding up training and utilising higher learning rates.   

Batchmnormalisation isha transformationgthat keepsgthe meangoutput closegto 0hand the 

standardhdeviation ofhthe outputhclose toh1.   

Batchbnormalisation standardises the inputs dto a layer for each mini-batch while training 

very deepgneuraljnetworks. Thishstabilises the learninggprocess and reducesgthe numbergof 

traininggepochs required to build deephnetworks considerably.   

Duringftraining and inference, batch normalisation worksddifferently. In the sense that these 

are impossible, BatchgNormalization (BN) does not prevent the vanishinghor exploding 

gradient problem. Rather, it lowers the chances of these happening.   

    

Conv2D:    

This is the layer that convolves the image into numerous images and activates them. This 

layerggenerates agtensor ofhoutputs bygconvolving the layerhinput with ahconvolution 

kernelh. A biasfvector is constructedhand appendedfto the outputsgif usegbias isgTrue. 

Finally,hif activationhis nothNone, thehoutputs arehactivated ashwell.   

Providehthe keywordhparameter inputhshape (tuplehof integershor None, doeshnot include 

thehsample axis) whenhusing thishlayer asgthe firsthlayer in ahmodel, e.g.hinput 

shape=(128, 128, 3)hfor 128x128hRGB photoshin datahformat="channels last."hWhen a 

dimension'shsize ishchangeable, youhcan usehNone.  Arguments   

filters: integer, the outputhspace'sadimensionality (i.e. the number of output filters in the 

convolution).   

The heightgandhbreadth of the 2D convolutionhwindow aregspecified bygkernel size,gwhich 

is anhinteger orla tuple/list of twognumbers. Togexpress thehsame valuegfor allgspatial 

dimensions,ga singlehinteger can begused.   

strides:gAn integergor a tuple/listgof twohnumbers indicating thehconvolution's height and 

breadthhstrides. Tohexpress thehsame value forhall spatialgdimensions, ahsingle integerhcan 

behused. Anygstride valuegless thanh1 isgincompatible withhany dilationhrate valuehless 

thanh1. bias_regularizer: The biasgvector was subjected to the regularizer function (see 

keras.regularizers).   
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activity_regularizer:The layer's output (its "activation") is subjected to a regularizer function 

(seepkeras.regularizers).  kernel_constraint: Constraintffunction applied topthe kernel 

gmatrix  

(seepkeras.constraints). bias_constraint: Constraintdfunction appliedpto thepbias vector 

(seepkeras.constraints).   

Kernel: In imagegprocessing, a kernelpis a convolutiongmatrix orpmasks thatpcan bepused to 

blurg, sharpenh, embossh, identifygedges, andpmore byu convolutioning a kernelowith an 

imageh.   

   

ActivationuFunctions:   

The valuesothat representithe imageoare processedovia anoactivation functionoor activation 

layeroonce the image's feature map has been constructed. Because images are non-linear, the 

activationpfunction takesovalues thatorepresent theoimage, whichpare inoa linearoform (i.e.  

justoa listoof numbersk) thankoto theoconvolutional layeru, andoamplifies theirononlinearityt.   

A RectifiedgLinear kUnit (ReLU) is the mostucommon activationlfunction usedofor this,obut 

otheruactivation functions are also infrequently utilised.   

In a convolutional neural network, a non-linearityolayer is made up of anoactivation 

functionothat takes theu featureumap generatedoby theoconvolutional layeroand outputs the 

activationomap.   

An activationofunction inka neuralonetwork explains how the weightedosum of inputois 

transformed into an outputofrom a nodeoor nodesuin aolayer. A neuron'spactivation statuspis 

determined by its ActivationkFunction. During the predictionophase, it will employ simpler 

mathematicalooperations to decide if the neuron'spinput to the network is necessary or 

not.aThe activation hfunction is a node that is placed at the end or in the middle of a Neuralj 

Networkg. They aid in determining whether or not the hneuron will fire.   

The activationufunction is a nonlinearutransformation ofuthe inputosignal. Theofollowing 

layeroof neuronsoreceives thisoaltered outputoas input.   

Thereuare various types of activation functions; however, for the sake of this essay, I will 

concentrate on Rectified Linear Units (ReLU).   
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The ReLUgfunction is the most often used activationofunction in today's neuralpnetworks. 

ReLUphas a numberhof benefits over other activationkfunctions, including the fact that it 

does not excite allhneurons at the same time. ThehReLU functiongabove, converts all 

negativelinputs to zero and does not activatehthe neuronh. It is extremely computationally 

efficienthsince just a few neuronshare activated at a time. The positivepzone does not reach a 

saturationhpoint. In practise, ReLUhconverges six times quicker than tanh and sigmoidg 

activation lfunctions. Oneodisadvantage of ReLU is that it is saturatedkin the negative 

regiong, implying that the gradientpthere is zero.When the gradienth is 0 duringf 

backpropagationg, all of the weights are not updated; to fix this, we use Leaky ReLUf. ReLU 

functionsd are also not zero-centered. This means it'll have to follow a zig-zagppath to get to 

its optimalplocation, which might take a longotime.  

Pooling Layers:   

The data is then transmitted through a poolingklayer after it has been triggered. pPooling 

"downsamples" anhimage, which means it compresses the informationjthat makes up the 

image, making itgsmaller. The networkgbecomes morelflexible andkadept at recognising 

objects/imageshbased onjrelevant attributes thanks to the poolinghprocess.   

When we look at a photograph, we are usually just interested in the aspects we care about, such 

as people orhanimals, and not the backgroundginformation.   

A poolingglayer in ahCNN, similarly, willhabstract awayhthe unneeded bits ofhthe image, 

preserving just thehparts ithbelieves arehrelevant, ashdetermined by.the poolinghlayer's size.   

Theghope isgthat thehnetwork willgonly learnkthe bits ofkthe imagejthat really depict the 

objectjin questionjsince it must makekjudgements about the most relevanthsections of the 

image. This preventsdoverfitting, which occurs when the network learns too much about the 

training case and fails to generalise to freshbdata.   

In a CNN design, the Pooling layer is visible between the Convolutionglayers. This layer 

essentiallyuminimises the numberhof parametersgandpcomputations in thejnetwork, 

preventing overfittingkby graduallj shrinking the network's spatial size.   

This layer has twohoperations: average pooling and maximumkpooling. In this post, just 

Maxpoolinghwill behdiscussed.   

Max-poolingh as the namehimplies, will only takehthe maximumbamount fromha pool. 

Thisg is accomplished by slidinghfilters through the input, with the maximum parameter 

being removed and the remainder being discarded at each step. This actually reduces the 

network's resolution.   

The poolingklayer, unlike the convolutionblayer, doeshnot affect thehnetwork'spdepth; the 

depthhdimension remainshunchanged.   
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MaxPooling2D:   

This procedure is repeated for the next two levels to max pool the value from a certain 

sizehmatrix. Byhobtaining thegmaximum valuegfor eachfchannel offthe inputfover anfinput 

window, downsamplessthe inputhalong its spatialfdimensions (heighthand widthk) (ofhsize 

determinedhby poolhsize). Stridesfare used to adjustfthe window'sfdimensions. The 

following spatialfform (numberfof rows orfcolumns) is obtainedfwhen usingfthe "valid" 

paddingfoption: outputfshape = math.floor((inputfshape - poolfsize) / strides) + 1 

(whenfinput shape >= pool size). When using the "same" paddingfoption, the outputfshape 

is: output shape =dmath.floor((inputfshape - 1) / strides) + 1. Forhinstance, if stridesf=h(1, 

1) and paddingd="valid" aredused.   

Arguments   

• pool_size: windowfsize, whichpmight be anainteger or altuple of twoanumbers. 

Overha 2x2 poolinghwindow, (2, 2) willgtake thegmaximum valuey. If only one 

integer is supplied, the windowalength for bothadimensions will be the same.   

   

• strides: None, integer, tuple of twoaintegers Valueshof strideshFor eachapooling 

step, specifies howhfar theapooling windowhtravels. Ifhnone is specified,hpool 

size ishused byhdefault.   

   

   

• padding: "Valid" or "same" are two options (case-insensitive). "Valid" denotes 

the absence of padding. "same" pads the inputauniformly to the left and right, or 

up and down, so that theaoutput hashthe samehheight and widthadimensions as 

thehinput.   

   

• data_sformat: Onekof channelsalast (default)lor channelsafirst (optional). The 

dimensions in the inputs are ordered. Inputs having shape (batch, height, width, 

channels) are assigned to channelsalast, while inputsawithout shape areaassigned 

to channels first (batch,hchannels,hheight,f width). Thepimage datagformat 

setting inlyour Keras configkfile at /.keras/keras.jsonfis used byadefault. Ifhyou 

don't setfit, it defaults to "channels last."   
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Flatten:   

 This functionaflattens the dimensionality of a picture after it has been convolved. Dense: 

This is the hidden layer that is used to make this a fully connected model. Dropout is 

employed to avoidaoverfitting on the dataset, whereas denseameans that the outputalayer 

only has oneaneuron that determines which category each image belongs to. The inputdis 

flattened. Thedbatch sizedis unaffectedd. Flatteningdadds an extraachannel dimensiondand 

outputashape is affected ifdinputs aredshaped (batch) withoutda featuredaxisd(batch, 1).  

Arguments   

datadformat: A stringawith onedof the followingavalues: channelsdlast (default) ordchannels  

first.dThe dimensions in thedinputs areaordered. Inputs of shape (batch,...) correspond to 

channelsalast, while inputs with shape (batch,...) belong to channels first (batch, channels, 

...). The image data formatasetting infyour Kerasfconfig file at /f.keras/fkeras.json is used by 

default. If you don't set it, it defaults to "channelsdlast."   

   

Dropout:   

Dropout is applied to the input.   

The Dropoutalayer, which helps minimiseaoverfitting, sets inputaunits tof0 atfrandom withfa 

rateffrequency atdeach stepaduring trainingttime. Inputsfthat are not setfto 0 arefscaled upfby 

1/(1 - rate)fsuch thatfthe totalfsum remainsfunaltered.   

The Dropoutalayer onlyfapplies whenfthe trainingaparameter isfset tofTrue, which means no 

data are droppedaduring inference.fWhen usingdmodel.fit,ftraining is automatically setfto 

True,fand infother cases, youfcan manually setgthe kwarggto Truehwhen callingathe layer.   

 (Thisfis intcontrast to a Dropoutalayer withrtrainable=False.) BecauseADropout has no 

variables or weights that may beachanged, trainable has no effect on the layer's behavior.  

Argumentsg  

• rate:fFloat the value betweent0 andy1. Thehinput unitafraction will decrease.   

• noise_shape:rThe geometry of the binaryadropout mask that will beamultiplied with 

the input is represented by a 1D integer tensor. Use noise shape=(batch size, 1, features) 

if your inputsahave shapef(batchysize,gtimesteps,gfeatures) andhyou wanththe 

dropoutamask toybe thegsame for allaimesteps.   

• seed: A random seed is a Pythonainteger.   
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Dense:   

It's just another densely connected NN layer.   

Denseaimplements the operationaoutput = activation(dot(input, kernel) + bias), where 

activation is the element-wise activationafunction supplied as the activationaparameter, 

kernelais the layer's weights matrix, and bias is the layer's bias vector (only applicable if 

use bias is True). Dense has all of theseacharacteristics.   

Dense computes the dotaproduct between the inputs and the kernelaalong the last axis of 

the inputsaand axis 0 of the kernel if the input to the layer has a rank greater than 2. 

(using tf.tensordot). For example, if the input hasadimensions (batch size, d0, d1), we 

generate a kernel with shape (d1, units) that works on every sub-tensor of shape (1, 1, d1) 

(there are batch size * d0 such sub-tensors) along axis 2 of the input. In this scenario, the 

output will be shape (batch size, d0, units).   

Furthermore, once a layer hasabeen called, its properties cannot beachanged (except the 

trainable attribute). Keras will generate an inputalayer to insert before the currentalayer if 

a popular kwarg input shape is given. This can be regarded as the same as defining an 

InputLayer directly.   

    

      ImageaDatagGenerator:   

It rescales the image, applies shear in a certain range, zoomsathe image, and flips it     

horizontally. This Image DataaGenerator includes every possible image orientation. The 

ImageuData Generatorrclass in Keras makesyit simple toyenhance youraphotographs. It 

offersta varietyyof augmentationgoptions, includingystandardisation, rotation,yshifts, flips, 

brightnesshchanges, andgmore. Imagegdata augmentationgis used to increase the size of the 

traininghdataset inhorder tohimprove the model's performanceyand generalisationacapacity. 

ThehImage DatahGenerator classhin thehKeras deephlearningatoolkit supports image 

dataaaugmentation.   

To improve the model's performance and generalisationaability, image data augmentation is 

employed to expand the training dataset. The ImageaData Generator class in Keras' deep 

learning library allows you to supplement image data.   

The Image Data Generatorawill thenhgenerate 10himages in eachatrainingfiteration. An 

iterationfis definedfas the totalfnumber ofasamples dividedfby batchrsize. Infthe example 

above,reach trainingaperiod willthave 100yiterations.   
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Training Process:    

The functionatrain datagen, flow fromadirectory is used to prepare data from the trainadataset 

directory. The image's target size is specified by targetasize. The flow from directory 

function is used to prepareatest dataafor the model, and everything is the same asabefore.   

Fit generator is used to fit the dataainto the model createdaabove; additional factors include 

steps peraepochs, which tells us how many times the model will run for the trainingadata.   

Epochs:    

This indicates how manyatimes the model will be trained in both forwardaand backward 

passes. When an entireadataset is only transported forward and backward through the neural 

network once, it is called an Epoch. We divide oneaepoch into many smallerabatches since it 

is too large to provide to theacomputer all at once.  An bepoch isoa wordpused inpmachine 

learningpthat referspto thepnumber ofppasses thepmachine learningaalgorithm haspmade 

acrosspthe fullotrainingadataset. Batchesoare commonlylused topgroup dataasets (especiallyd 

whenpthe amountpof datapis veryplarge)   

Steps per epoch is the number ofasamples to train per epoch. It specifies howamany batches 

of samples should be used in a singleaepoch. It's used to signal the end of one epoch and the 

start of the next. You can ignore it if you have a fixed-sizeatraining set.   
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Process of Validation:  

    

Validation/testadata is fed into the model using validationadata. The number of validation/test 

samples is indicatedaby validation steps.   
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MODEL FOR TRAINING AND TESTING   

The dataset is pre-processed, including imageareshaping, resizing, and array conversion. The 

test image undergoes similaraprocessing. A dataset of around 38 different plantaleaf diseases 

is obtained, from which everyaimage can be used as a software testpimage.   

Theptrain dataset isoused toptrain the CNNamodel sopthat it canorecognise the testpimage and 

thepdisease itpis associated with.   

Dense, Dropout,aActivation,aFlatten, Convolution2D, and MaxPooling2D are some of the 

layers in CNN.   

If the plantaspecies is present in the dataset, theasoftware can identify theaillness after the 

model has been successfully trained. Following successful training and pre processing, the 

test image and trainedamodel are compared in order to forecast the disease.   

   

   

   

   

   



 

CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION    

   

Discussion on previous Results achieved:    

   

Because convolutionalanetworks are known to be ready to learnafeatures whenptrained 

on largeradatasets, the results obtainedpwhen trainedowith only originalaphotos willpnot 

bepinvestigated. An overallaaccuracy of 88 percent was reached after fine-tuning the 

network's parameters. Inpaddition, theptrained modelpwas tested onleachpclass 

separately.   

Everyaimage frompthe validationacollection was put to the test.    

   

   

Theseamethods arepused to determine if thepleaves lare sick or healthy. The0automation 

of0the detectingpsystem employingpcomplicatedaphotos acquiredoin outdoorplightning 

andpextreme climaticlcircumstances is one of the obstacles in thispapproach. 

Despiteasignificant drawbacks, this review paper indicatesothat theseodisease detectionh 

algorithmsaare efficientpand accurate enoughpto runpthe systemlbuilt forkthe detection 

of leafpdiseases. As a result, there is still much that may be done to improveaexisting 

works in this sector.   

   

   

It looked at how images from a specificadataset (training dataset) in the field and previous 

data sets were utilised to forecast plant diseaseapatterns using a CNN model. This leads 

to the followingaconclusions on plant leaf disease prediction. Because this system covers 

the most sorts of plant leaves, farmers may learn about leaves that have never been farmed 

before. It also lists all conceivable plantaleaves, which aids farmers in deciding which 

crop to produce. Furthermore, this system takes into account previous dataaproduction, 

allowing the farmer to gain insight into market demand and costs for specific plants.   
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Becauseaagriculture is so important to India'saeconomy, it's necessary to detect and 

recognise leaf diseases that cause losses. This research uses a deepalearning technique 

known as CNN to create a system that can identify, detect, and recognise 13 different 

plant leaf diseases. The disorders of seven classes were identified using a minimalaset of 

layers in this method. PlantaVillage data was used to train the neuralanetwork.   

The user can choose any image from the collection, which is then loaded, and the disease 

prediction is displayed on the UseraInterface. With rare exceptions, a 

convolutionalaneural networkotrained forpidentifying andorecognising plantoleaf disease 

couldoproperly categorise and predictadiseases for almost all photos.    

   

   

The produced resultsashould be compared to some other results, as advised by good 

practiseastandards. Furthermore, no commercialasolutions exist, with the exception of 

those that handle plant species recognition based on leaf photos. The use of a 

deepalearning system to automaticallyacategorise and detect plantadiseases from leaf 

photos was investigated in this research. The complete technique was presented, from 

gathering the imagesarequired for trainingaand validationato imageapre-processing and 

augmentation, and finally coaching and fine-tuning the deepaCNN. Various tests were 

carried out to assess theaperformance of the newly constructedamodel. There was nog 

comparisonowith similar outcomes using thepprecise procedurelbecause theoproposed 

methodohas notpbeen usedpin thepfield of diseasearecognition, as far as we all know.  

We've included a testaimage of a tomatoaleaf with Septoria leaf spot.   
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RESULT:   

Because convolutional networks are known to be ready toplearn features owhen trained 

on0larger datasetsg, the results obtained whenptrained withponly originallphotos willpnot 

beoinvestigated. An overall accuracy of 98 percent was reached after fine-tuning the 

network's parameters. Inpaddition, theptrained modellwas testedpon eachpclass 

separatelyd. Everylimage frompthe validationc collection was put to the test. The 

produced resultspshould bepcompared tolsome otheroresults, as advised by good practise 

standards. Furthermore, no commercial solutions exist, with the exception of those that 

handle plant species recognition based on leaf photos. The use of apdeep learningpsystem 

topautomatically categorise and detectpplant diseases from kleaf photoslwas 

investigateddin thislresearch.   

   
                                 Fig.The training and validation accuracy is shown above   

   

   

 The accuracy that came out to be was pretty good which is 98.74%.   
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FUTUREAWORK   

   

The agriculturaladepartment seeks to automate the process of detecting yield crops (real 

time). This method can be automated by displaying the predictionaresult in a web or 

desktop application. To optimise the labour for ArtificialAIntelligence implementation.   

   

To detect the sickness of that crop, this device just looks at the plant's leaf. Other sections 

of the crop, such as roots, stems, and branches, would be more convenient to identify than 

the existing method. Additionally, pictureaclassification will be performed to determine 

whether or not the supplied leaf belongs to the selected category. If a model is given an 

input that is not a leaf image, it will display a diseaseaname.   

   

   

   

   

LIMITATIONS   

   

• In some circumstances, the implementation still lacks accuracy in terms of results.   

More tweaking is required.   

   

• For segmentation, prior information is required.   

   

• In order to get more accuracy, a database extension is required.   

   

• There have been very few diseases covered. As a result, work must be expanded 

to include more disorders.   

   

• The following are some of the possible causes of misclassification: Disease 

symptoms differ from plant to plant, hence feature optimization and more training 

samples are required to cover more cases and more correctly forecast disease.   
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ADVANTAGES:   

   

The following are the benefits of the suggested algorithm:   

   

• Estimators are used to automatically initialise clusteracentres, eliminating 

thearequirement for human input duringasegmentation.   

   

   

• The proposedatechnique improves detectionaaccuracy.   

   

• Existingaapproaches require user input to select the optimumasegmentation of the 

input image, but the proposed method is completely automated.   

   

• It also offersaenvironmentally friendly treatment options for the condition.   
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APPENDICES:   

   

Importing required libraries:   

   

   

   

Loading the dataset:   
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Resizing of image:   

   

   
   

Examine Label or classes in training dataset   

  

   

  
  

  

Splitting the data into training and testing database   
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Building the model   

    \    

   

   

Train Model   
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Evaluate Model   

   

   

   
Test Model   
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Classification   

  

   

  
Accuracy   

   

   


